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[57] ABSTRACT
A fluid storage vessel for containing cryogenic fluids
including an auxiliary chamber within the storage ves-
sel. The auxiliary chamber is connected in fluid com-
munication with the main storage vessel by means of a
jet nozzel. The wall of the auxiliary chamber is heat
cycled to produce a corresponding expansion and con-
traction of the fluid within the auxiliary chamber to
produce heating 'and mixing of the stored fluid by
means of jetting the expanded fluid to and fro relative
to the stored fluid contents of the vessel.
8 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure
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HEATER-MIXER FOR STORED FLUIDS
 DESCR,PT.ON OF THE PREFERRED
GOVERNMENT RIGHTS EMBODIMENTS
The invention described herein was made by an em- Referring now to the drawing, there is shown a fluid
ployee of the United States Government and may be 5 storage apparatus 1 incorporating features of the pres-
manufactured and used by or for the government for ent invention. The fluid storage apparatus 1 includes a
governmental purposes without the payment of any fluid storage vessel 2, such as a spherical (cryogenic)
royalty thereon or therefor. pressure vessel, made of a material which is inert to the
fluid 3 such as oxygen to be stored therein.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 An auxiliary chamber 4 is immersed within the fluid
The invention relates to heating and mixing devices 3 within the storage chamber 2. The auxiliary chamber
for stored cryogenic fluids * nas a v°lurne which comprises a substantial portion
Heretofore, stored cryogenic fluids have been mixed of the volume of the entire Stora8e vessel 2- The inside
in storage by means of a motor driven impeller located of the auxiliary chamber 4 is placed in fluid communi-
in the storage vessel. Such motor driven impeller sys- 15 cation with the stored fl"ld 3 via the »ntennediary of
terns require that hazardous materials and electrical on* orf m°re J« nozzles 5 communicating through the
circuits be installed inside the fluid storage tanks. In ad- wal1 °f Jhe aux!hary chamber 4" The nozzles 5 are ar-
,.,. , . . . . „
 e
 . . ranged for producing a jet stream of fluid which is ex-dition, such motor driven impeller systems involve a „, .
 c
 r
 .. . ..
 J
 , ., ... . ,
 A ,
. . . . • ii I /• L pelled from the interior of the auxiliary chamber 4
relatively heavy structure especially when use of such
 2Q ^  ^ nozz,e .^ ^ g yesse, 2
systems is contemplated for mixing and heating rocket
 A heati dement 6 such as an electrica, resistance
fuel and oxydizers for space exploration and the like,
 heatef Qr tubulation for circulation of a heating fluid
where prolonged periods of "weightlessness" (and therethrough, is disposed in heat exchanging relation
hence absence of natural convection) are encountered.
 with ^  wa,, of the chamber 4. A suitable heater suppiy
It is also known from the prior art that fluids can be
 25 7 supplies heating energy to the heating element 6 via
pumped from a storage tank or from one tank to an-
 a wjre or conduit 8. A sequencer 9 controls operation
other by means of a heat pump which includes a cham-
 of the heater supply 7 to produce cyclical heating of the
her in fluid communication with a system to be auxiliary chamber 4 and fluid contents thereof,
pumped. Fluids confined in the chamber are heated by in operation, a significant fraction of the fluid stored
heating the chamber, which in turn produces an expan- 30
 wjthin the storage vessel 2 is contained within the auxil-
sion of the fluid. A check valve arrangement allows the iary chamber 4. Upon energizing the heating element
expanding fluid to be expelled from the chamber and 6, as by passing current or warming gas or liquid
thus pumped into a utilization device. Upon cooling, through the element 6, the walls of the auxiliary cham-
the remaining fluid within the pumping chamber con- ber are heated. The fluid contained within the auxiliary
tracts allowing new fluid to be drawn from the supply 35 chamber, by virtue of being enclosed by the heated
into the pump. The cycle is repetitive to produce a con- walls of the chamber 4 is more rapidly heated than the
tinuous pumping action. Examples of such heat cycle remaining fluid 3 contained within the storage vessel,
pumps are disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 1,063,636, issued Upon heating the fluid contained within the auxiliary
June 3, 1913, U.S. Pat. No. 1,686,887, issued Oct. 9, chamber, the fluid expands and is expelled through the
1928, U.S. Pat. No. 3,087,438 issued Apr. 30, 1963; 4° Jet nozzle 5 into the remaining stored fluid as a jet
and U.S. Pat. No. 3,083,257, issued Mar. 26, 1963. stream. This jet stream transports its excess energy and
delivers it efficiently throughout the large region of the
SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION storage vessel 2. The induced motion of the fluid within
The principal object of the present invention is the
 4<i
 the
 storage vessel extends throughout the entire inter-
provision of an improved heater-mixer for stored fluids. ior of the vessel * and tends to make the entire stored
In one feature of the present invention, an auxiliary contfnts ?«"** isothermal.
chamber is disposed within a fluid storage vessel in heat . ™*n thf heating element 6 is de-energized, the re-
exchanging relation with the fluid stored within the ves- Sld"al f "ductl°n of th.e s"lrll«e ^ d flu'd cools th*
. . _ T , . . . ., ... walls of the auxiliary chamber 4 and the fluid contained
sel. A fluid passageway interconnects the auxiliary 50 .. . _. ./ . . , ,. , . . _ ..
. . ... , ,, i- rt. therein. The resultant tendency for the cooled fluid
chamber with the storage vessel. Heat cycling of the
 withjn ^ chamber tQ ^ ^ ^ fluid ^
chamber produces expansion and contraction of the ^ ^
 nozz,e fi ^  ^ ^ chambef to com
fluid within the chamber causing the heated fluid to be ^ ^
 operating cycle of the heatfng and mixing de.
expelled through a nozzle into the storage vessel to pro-
 yice The sequencer causes the system to be operated
duce mixing and heating of the stored fluid. 55
 Kcal, with a seiected duty cycle ^  M to control the
In another feature of the present invention, the fluid temperature pressure and uniformity of the fluid 3.
being stored is a cryogenic fluid and the heating ele-
 The advantage of the heater-mixer of the present in-
ment is carried on the walls of the auxiliary chamber. vention is that it allows heating and mixing of the stored
Other features and advantages of the present inven- fluid wniie eliminating expensive, complicated, hazard-
tion will become apparent upon a perusal of the follow- bo
 ous and relatively heavy motors and fans and their re-
ing specification taken in connection with the accom- quired electrical wiring from within the storage vessel,
panying drawing. The heating element 6 of the present invention, may be
BR.EFDESCRHT.ONOFTHEDRAWTNG
The drawing is a longitudinal sectional view, partly in for electrical motors are much more difficult if not im-
block diagram form, of a fluid storage apparatus in- possible to encase and to render inert to the stored
eluding features of the present invention. fluid.
3,782,698
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I claim: sageway means interconnecting said vessel and said
1. In a fluid storage apparatus, a fluid storage vessel chamber includes, a jet nozzle for directing a jet stream
for containing fluid to be stored, an auxiliary chamber of heated fluid into said vessel from said auxiliary
defined within said vessel and being disposed in heat chamber.
exchanging relation with the fluid to be stored within 5 7. In a method for mixing stored fluids contained in
said vessel, fluid passageway means interconnecting a storage vessel the steps of, confining a portion of the f
said vessel and said auxiliary chamber for providing
 stored nuid within a limited region of the vessel, heat- <
fluid communication between said vessel and said ing the confined portion of fluid to expand same, expel-
chamber, means disposed in heat exchanging relation ,ing the heated and expanded fluid from the limited re. v
with said auxiliary chamber for cyclically heating said 10
 ion of the vessel into the remaining portion of.the ves-
chamber and the flu.d contents thereof for causing said
 sd for mjxi the stored fluid CQoli the u lled
fluid contents to be expanded and to be expelled from
 portion Qf ^  confined and heated fluid tQ a|,ow same
said chamber into said storage vessel for heating and , . . _ . , . ,
. . , , . . . .
 &
. ., .
 &
 to contract and to draw replacement fluid into the con-
mixing stored fluid contents of said vessel. »• j • ^ •_ _• £ • _, /? , i
2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said fluid storage ,5 fm? reglOn °f the stored fluid *°m the storage vessel,
vessel is a cryogenic fluid storage vessel for storing liq- and sequencing the heating and cooling cycle of the
uified eases within the limited region of the vessel to maintain
3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said heating mixing of the stored fluid.
means comprises a heating element carried on the wall 8- The method of claim 7 including the step of, con-
of said auxiliary chamber 20 stricting the cross-sectional dimensions of the fluid flow
4. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein said heating ele- passageway between the limited region of the vessel
ment is an electrical resistance heating element. and the remaining portion of the vessel to obtain a jet
5. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said heating ele- of fluid expelled from the limited region into the re-
ment consists of tubulation for circulating warm fluid maining portion of the stored fluid to enhance mixing
or gas. 25 of the stored fluid.
6. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said fluid pas- * * * * *
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